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Driftwood from the ship of dreams Still drifts back to me All that's left to
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A Real Old Fashioned Ballad
Old Familiar Faces

Words by BILLY ROSE

Old familiar faces Jimmie and Joe Mamie and Flo Old familiar
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When The Moon Shines In Coral Gables

Tune Ukulele

Words and Music by CHAS. BAYHA

Moderato

Piano

Ukulele Arr. by MAY SINGH BREEN

VOICE

I've been missing someone quite a
In my dreams I hear an old love

while,
I've been longing for a loving smile,
And I'm back there, where it's always June.

But the day is drawing near, When I'm going far from here,
Soon those dreams will all come true, For I'm coming back for you,
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And when we meet, 
I know you'll wait, 
Life will be complete.

By Granada gate.

CHORUS

While the moon shines in Coral Gables, I will hold you

in my arms, While the love-light brightly

shines in your eyes, 'Neath starry skies and shel'ring palms.
When the moon shines in Coral Gables,
Hearts are ever young and gay,
I know that we'll never roam,
We'll build a wonderful home,
In Coral Gables,

some day.

While the day.
THE SENSATIONAL NOVELTY SONG HIT

CHARLEY MY BOY

By GUS KAHN & TED FIORITO

CHORUS:

Char-ley my Boy—Oh Char-ley my Boy—You thrill me, you
Char-ley my Boy—Oh Char-ley my Boy—You thrill me, you

chill me with shi-vers of joy—You've got that kind-a sort-a
chill me with shi-vers of joy—You've got that kind-a sort-a

bit of a-way—That makes me tell me what shall I say
bit of a-way—That makes me tell me what shall I say
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